The Tevatron experiments CDF and D0 have filled many empty spots in the spectrum of heavy baryons over the last few years. The most recent results are described in this article: The first direct observation of the Ξ 0 b , improved measurements of Σ b properties, a new measurement of the Λ b → J/ψΛ branching ratio, and a high-statistics study of charm baryons.
Introduction
The Λ b baryon, with quark content |udb , is known since about 20 years. But only recently considerable progress could be made on the other components of the b-baryon family by the Tevatron experiments CDF and D0. The charged Σ b baryons (|uub and |ddb ) were observed in the decay to Λ b π ± by CDF in 2007 [1] . In the same year the charged Ξ b state (|dsb ) was directly observed by D0 [2] and CDF [3] in the decay to J/ψΞ − . Until then only indirect observations of the Ξ b via an excess in Ξ − ℓ − events were reported by the ALEPH [4] and DELPHI [5] experiments. In 2008 the Ω − b (|ssb ) was discovered by D0 in the decay to J/ψΩ − [6] . CDF observed the Ω − b briefly afterwards [7] , but measured a mass that is incompatible with the value quoted by D0. In the last year the Tevatron experiments continued to improve the knowledge about heavy baryons by further measurements, which are presented in this article.
The progress on the field of heavy baryons has been possible because of the large dataset delivered by the Tevatron pp collider running at a center of mass energy of √ s = 1.96 TeV. During the Run II period, both experiments, CDF and D0, collected about 10 fb −1 of data. The Tevatron is well suited for heavy baryon studies, e.g. compared to B factories, because all kinds of heavy hadrons are produced with significant cross section. On the other hand the high combinatorial background and the huge inelastic cross section are a challenge. To be able to record the interesting events with heavy flavor hadrons, highly selective and efficient triggers are essential [8] . Both experiments can trigger on dimuon pairs so that heavy baryon decays to J/ψ mesons can be studied. While D0 has an efficient single muon trigger, CDF is able to trigger on hadronic decays of heavy hadrons identified by tracks displaced from the primary vertex.
Ξ 0 b Observation
The Ξ − b was directly observed by D0 and CDF in the decay to J/ψΞ − . The events were triggered by the dimuon decay of the J/ψ and the Ξ − was reconstructed via Ξ − → Λπ − . Since the corresponding decay of the neutral isospin partner, Ξ 0 b (|usb ) → J/ψΞ 0 with Ξ 0 → Λπ 0 , involves a neutral pion which cannot be detected efficiently, a search for the Ξ 0 b requires a trigger on a hadronic decay. CDF reported the first observation of the Ξ 0 b [9] in the de-
and Ξ − → Λπ − briefly after the Hadron2011 conference and therefore this result is included in this article although it was not shown at the conference. In the same analysis of 4.2 fb −1 of data, CDF also confirms the observation of the Ξ The reconstruction starts with the selection of Λ candidates from pπ − pairs. Ξ − candidates are constructed from Λπ − pairs which are then combined with one or two π + tracks to form Ξ 0 c or Ξ + c candidates, respectively. The addition of a further π − track to the Ξ c baryons yields the Ξ b candidates. A schematic illustration of the reconstructed decay chain is shown in Fig. 1 .
The long lifetime of hyperons and charm baryons is exploited by requirements on the reconstructed flight lengths, decay times, or impact parameters. The Ξ − candidate is required to be identified by hits in the silicon vertex detector (SVX) which significantly reduces background as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A simultaneous vertex fit of all tracks with mass constraints for the Λ, Ξ − , and Ξ c is performed to improve the momentum resolution of the Ξ b . The reconstructed invariant mass spectra of Ξ b candidates are shown in Fig. 3 . To determine the significance and to measure the mass of the states, an unbinned likelihood fit is performed. The signal is described by a Gaussian and the background by a linear function. The width of the Gaussian is given by the reconstructed mass resolution of each candidate multiplied with a common scale factor which is fitted to a value consistent with 1. The significance is determined from a likelihood ratio to be at least 6.8σ. The yields are 25.8 [1] . In a data sample of 1.1 fb −1 , the significance of each of the four states was about 3σ. Assuming the same hyperfine splitting between Σ * b and Σ b for both charged states, the masses were measured. Now CDF presented an updated analysis of 6 fb −1 of data with improved significances, unconstrained mass measurements, and first measurements of the Σ To measure masses and width, the Q value distribution is fitted, where Q is the difference between the reconstructed Λ b π ± mass and the sum of Λ b and pion masses. The background is described by an empirical function consisting of a second order polynomial times a square root function to describe the threshold behavior. Compared to the previous analysis, the background description does not rely on simulation any more. Each of the four signal peaks is parametrized by a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner. To account for the p wave decay, a variable width is used which scales with p 3 π where p π is the pion momentum in the Σ The hypotheses of having two, one, or no signal peaks are compared using a likelihood ratio. For both isospin states the hypothesis of two peaks is favored by more than 7σ over any of the other hypotheses, meaning that each peak has a significance above 7σ.
The measured masses and width are quoted in Tab Compared with the previous analysis, the mass measurements are improved in precision by at least a factor two. The isospin splittings and the natural widths are measured for the first time. 
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Λ b → J/ψΛ Branching Ratio
The quark level transition b → s is a flavor changing neutral current process and thus forbidden at tree level in the standard model and therefore considered a sensitive probe for new physics. While such processes are well studied for B mesons, little is known about b → s transitions in baryons. The decay Λ b → J/ψΛ is kinematically very similar to the flavor changing neutral current decay Λ b → µ + µ − Λ and was first observed by CDF in Run I [11] . However, the measured value of the Λ b production fraction times branching ratio,
The D0 experiment presented a new measurement of this quantity using a data sample of 6.1 fb −1 selected by a dimuon trigger [12] . The Λ and Λ b daughter particles are fitted to a vertex, respectively, and requirements on momenta, impact parameters and decay times are imposed that are optimized on the signal significance as estimated from simulation and data sidebands. Cascade decays like Σ → Λγ or Ξ 0 → Λπ 0 are suppressed by requiring that the direction from the primary to the Λ decay vertex coincides with the Λ momentum direction.
Kinematically very similar B 0 → J/ψK 0 S decays with K 0 S → π + π − are used as normalization channel. Figure 7 shows the invariant mass distributions of Λ b and B 0 candidates with a fit of a double Gaussian for signal and a second order polynomial for background. Taking the relative efficiency from simulation, the following relative cross section is measured:
The dominant systematic uncertainty comes from the unknown Λ b polarization, followed by the uncertainty due to the fit model. The uncertainties on the relative efficiency and the cross-feed fractions have no significant influence. Several cross checks were performed to verify the stability of the result. Using the world average values for the B 0 production and decay fractions, a result of
is obtained which is about three times more precise than the CDF Run I measurement.
Charm Baryons
The Tevatron experiments have not only provided significant contributions on the b baryon sector, but have also collected large samples of charm baryon decays which allow studies at unprecedented precision. The spectrum and decay modes of the Σ ( * ) c and Λ * + c states studied by CDF [13] are the same as the ones shown in Fig. 4, but except that the cross-feed background now comes from Σ ( * ) c decays and the threshold effect of Λ * + c (2595) → Σ c π has to be taken into account. This is done by using a mass dependent width as illustrated in Fig. 9 (left) . The parameter determining the width of the lineshape is the pion coupling constant h 2 . CDF has shown that a mass independent width, as used in previous analyses, does not describe the data. Because of the low signal yield in previous experiments of up to 112 ± 17 events [14] , the threshold effect was not observable so far. As a consequence of the threshold effect, the mean Λ * + c (2595) mass is significantly shifted towards lower values.
Numerical results of the measured masses and widths are given in Tab. [14] , Fermilab E687 [16, 17] , ARGUS [18] , CDF and the world average without the CDF result (yellow band).
the Λ * + c (2595) line shape as predicted in Ref. [15] are achieved as illustrated in Fig. 10 .
Conclusions
So far our knowledge about baryons containing a b quark fits on one page in the PDG particle list table [19] . Thus the observation of new states and improved or even first measurements of heavy baryon properties are very welcome to improve the phenomenological models of strongly bound states and to advance on the way to a deeper understanding of low energy QCD. The Tevatron experiments CDF and D0 have been very active in the last few years and contributed significantly to our knowledge of heavy baryons. With the good performance of the Tevatron both experiments could continue to present new and updated results on this sector as shown in this article.
